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relates to free radical damage and inflammatory
mediators as well as the individual’s response to these

YOUTH EYE ™ COMPLEX improves existing age-related

stressors.

changes and decreases ongoing aging in the periorbital
area (also see YOUTH EYE ™ COMPLEX Clinical Study).

MECHANISMS OF PERIORBITAL AGING AND THEIR
MODULATION

THE PERIORBITAL AREA IN THE AGING FACE

Free radical damage or “oxidative stress” is a primary

The area surrounding the eye is termed the periorbital

cause of tissue damage and aging in the periorbital area

area and is the first visible area on the body to exhibit
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packets from the sun that are themselves free radicals.

is thinner than other areas of the body, vessels are
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There are some differences among ethnic groups related

inflammatory events and is actually scarring directly

to aging in the periorbital area. Blacks tend to report

related to the body’s attempt to heal these repeated

periorbital aging sooner in life than other groups. This

occurrences.

relates to drooping in the lateral canthal area. The
lateral canthal area is the cartilaginous support provided

Wrinkles can be improved by injecting Botulinum toxin

by the inner eyelid rims nearest the temple areas of the

(Botox), which is used to mediate neural transmission

face.

the

and muscle contraction, lessening the appearance of

glycosaminoglycans forming cartilage and cartilage

When

wrinkles. Other peptides have also been shown to

itself is lost, the lateral canthal angle decreases causing

decrease

a “drooping” appearance of the outer eye and giving a

appearance of wrinkles. If applied topically, these must

more aged appearance. Asians tend to hyperpigment

be of a small enough molecular weight to penetrate the

prior to wrinkling as aging occurs. Thus, individuals of
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pigmentation first and with wrinkling in their later years

cosmetic products affect the smaller, more superficial

compared to Caucasians. This relates to the greater

muscles rather than the deeper, subdermal muscles of

number of sebaceous glands in Asians, thicker skin in

expression targeted by Botulinum toxin.

general and more numerous melanocytes which are the
pigment-producing cells. Although the manifestations

The decreased thickness of the under-eye skin compared

of periorbital aging seem to differ somewhat among

to other areas also contributes to more rapid aging here.
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Since blood vessels are nearer the surface, the bluish

were topically applied for 8 weeks in a group of Asian

coloration of the capillary venules and their reduced

women, dark circles decreased noticeably. There was an

hemoglobin are more noticeable. Thickening of the skin

additional associated decrease in wrinkles in the same

under the eye would make the skin less translucent and

group. In other studies, centella asiatica and its active

would cause the underlying vessels to be less obvious.

ingredients asiaticoside, asiatic acid and madecassic acid

Collagen deposition can be encouraged by growth

caused a significant decrease in wrinkling. Centella

factors which encourage growth and differentiation of

asiatica is a potent wound-healer and these effects may

healthy skin cells. Thickening of the periorbital skin also

be

makes

and/or other.

capillary

hemoglobin

leakage

less

likely.

antioxidant,

anti-inflammatory,

DNA-modulating

Hemoglobin that leaks outside these small vessels is
oxidized by sunlight and turns a darker color.

Apoptosis is a process of programmed cell death in
which damaged cells are eliminated. Encouraging the

Sagging of tissue results in more prominent shadowing

death of damaged cells through apoptosis acts on

below the tear duct. Loss of elasticity may be addressed

important checkpoints in the synthesis of new cells. This

by

can either delay cellular development until DNA repair

encouraging

collagen

deposition,

decreasing

wrinkling and limiting oxidative damage.

occurs and the cell is made functional again or can
facilitate the death of a cell too damaged to be repaired.
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damage but particularly so in photoaging. When
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sunburn from UVB damage occurs, the damaged cells,

produce a more intense hyperpigmentation in those

termed “sunburn cells”, are actually cells experiencing

with more numerous melanocytes in their skin (those

apoptotic

having darker skin). Any factors increasing vascular
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congestion in the under-eye area will increase swelling

inflammation accompanying this type of cell death,

and eventually produce dark circles. Allergists and

some inflammation still occurs with apoptosis – thus

pediatricians have long known their allergic patients will

leading to some increase in free radical damage.
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YOUTH EYE ™ COMPLEX IMPROVES THESE PERIORBITAL

response can be so severe that the infraorbital areas

AGING PROCESSES

actually appear bruised. These inflammatory responses

YOUTH

are mediated by cytokines such as Prostaglandin E2

ingredients, many of which act in concert with each

(PGE2) and Leukotriene B4 (LTB4), as well as other

other to affect aging in the periorbital area. As

inflammatory

EYE ™
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previously discussed, this area of the face ages first and

Interleukin-6 (IL-6). The body’s own intrinsic antioxidant

most severely in all ethnic groups, although the exact

system tries to fight these processes with antioxidants

aging appearance may vary somewhat according to

such as superoxide dismutase (SOD). It has been clearly

ethnicity.

mediators
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shown in research studies that as intrinsic (produced
within the body) or supplied antioxidant levels increase,

Peptide technology—also known as protein or amino

levels of inflammatory mediators decrease. Therefore,
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decreasing inflammation and increasing antioxidant

the

protection preserves the vascular endothelium and
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When vitamins and pro-vitamins (vitamin precursors)
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infraorbital skin that is less translucent, firmer, and
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